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In this paper the authors argue that research ethics committees (RECs) should not be paternalistic by rejecting research that poses risk to people competent to decide for themselves. However it is important they help to ensure valid consent is sought from potential recruits and protect vulnerable people who cannot look after their own best interests. The authors first describe the tragic deaths of Jesse Gelsinger and Ellen Roche. They then discuss the following claims to support their case: (1) competent individuals are epistemologically and ethically in the best position to say which risks are reasonable for them, so RECs should be no more restrictive than the “normal” constraints on people taking risks with themselves; (2) RECs do not judge individual competence (that is for researchers and psychiatrists); (3) individual liberty is mostly limited by what serves the public interest, and RECs do not determine public interest; (4) RECs may have a paternalistic role in preventing exploitation of competent people vulnerable to the use of incentives, and in protecting the interests of incompetent people; however, (5) the moral and political authority of RECs has not been established in this respect.

The role and remit of research ethics committees (RECs) is still under review, despite much debate since it was first suggested, in the 1975 amendments to the Helsinki Declaration, that ethics committees should be created to review research in medicine.1 It is now accepted, in the most recent version of the Declaration (2000), that RECs should protect the rights and interests of research participants by making sure information sheets are adequate and the risk benefit calculus is favourable.2 The degree of risk that is deemed acceptable for incompetent patients has been discussed at length and this risk is usually regarded as no more than “minimal”, or no more than that which the patient would in any case be exposed to on an everyday basis.3 Research may also be designed to benefit the participant and may therefore justify exposing him to higher than “minimal” risk.4 There are problems with defining “minimal risk”, there is not the same level of discussion or agreement concerning the level of risk it is acceptable to expose competent people to with their consent, especially in relation to therapeutic research where the expected benefits might outweigh the risks. Since their conception, RECs in various different countries have assumed the specific role of protecting research participants from harm, although this aspect of their function is open to ambiguous interpretation. Current guidance for ethics committees in the UK states that “there are some situations, such as the treatment of serious disease, where it is ethical for research studies to involve more than minimal risk”.4 Besides this lack of clarity, there is growing reluctance, especially among representatives of patients with HIV or AIDS, to acknowledge this form of “protectionism” or paternalism as a legitimate role for RECs.5 We define strong paternalism in the conventional way to mean overriding a person’s autonomy for his or her own good.6 Our principal aim is to concentrate on UK RECs, but it is worth noting that our position is theoretically applicable to RECs in other countries.7

In this paper we stress that RECs have a very important role to play in helping to ensure that valid consent is sought from potential recruits. They could even insist on further safeguards than are routinely required to ensure that consent is valid. However, we argue that RECs should not generally be protective or paternalistic by rejecting research that poses risk to people who are competent to decide for themselves. They do, of course, have a part to play in protecting vulnerable people who cannot look after their own best interests. We will first describe the tragic deaths of Jesse Gelsinger (who participated in a gene therapy trial) and, more recently, Ellen Roche (who participated in a baseline physiological test which induced asthma like reactions in healthy people). We will then discuss the following: (1) individual recruits are in the best position to say what risks are reasonable for them, so RECs should not be more restrictive than the “normal” constraints on people taking risks with themselves; (2) RECs do not judge individual competence (that is something for researchers and psychiatrists); (3) individual liberty is limited, at least in large part, by what serves the public interest, but RECs play little role in determining the public interest; (4) RECs may have a paternalistic role to play in preventing exploitation of competent though vulnerable people through incentives; however, (5) the moral and political authority of RECs has not been established in this respect.

THE CASES OF JESSE GELSINGER AND ELLEN ROCHE
The BMJ reported the deaths of Jesse Gelsinger in March 2000 and Ellen Roche in June 2001, both of whom agreed to expose themselves to the
WHO ASSESSES WHICH RISKS ARE REASONABLE?
Judgments that involve balancing the value of research against the risks associated with it should be made primarily by the potential recruits themselves. A competent person would have to take into account all factors relevant to him or her. Some people may have dependants and being altruistic towards future patients may not be compatible with concern for one’s relatives. There will still be cases where individuals do not have anything to lose by being altruistic, for example if they have a terminal illness, or where there is unlikely to be any emotional consequences in the event of injury.

We must accept that there should generally be some paternalistic limits on competent people’s liberty, although there is no reason why RECs should be more restrictive than the “normal” constraints on people taking risks with themselves. These “normal” constraints are usually legal. At one obvious extreme, the law draws relatively clear, if sometimes arguably arbitrary, lines around the circumstances in which a patient can consent to his own death. While suicide is permissible, assisted suicide and active voluntary euthanasia are prohibited. The debate surrounding the latter concerns conflicting considerations such as respect for autonomy and the sanctity of human life, a debate which has been refuelled by the Human Rights Act 1998, with its prohibition on intentional killing and yet insistence that privacy must be respected.11

In the present context, however, a more apposite prohibition is the law’s refusal to allow a competent living person to donate a vital organ—for example, a heart—to save the life of another, even if both are members of a close family.12 Even where the death of the person is not in issue, however, the law has shown a willingness to curtail the activities of freely consenting, competent, and healthy persons.13

COMPETENCE AND JUDGMENT OF RISK
A research ethics committee cannot itself assess individual competence on a purely pragmatic basis because it does not come into contact with patients. It does not have the necessary insight into individuals’ beliefs, values, and reasoning abilities. Assessment of competence is usually left to the researcher who does have direct and personal contact with potential recruits. (To point out, both patients and healthy volunteers alike are assessed before being treated either in a routine or a research setting.) Briefly, the test of competence for a young person between the ages of 16 and 18 years, or an adult, is the Re C test. This test has three stages: (1) could the patient comprehend and retain the necessary information; (2) was he able to believe it, and (3) was he able to weigh the information, balancing risks and needs, so as to arrive at a choice? There are legal checks and balances on researchers, of course, to make sure they exercise reasonable judgment in assessing competence. If the outcome were contested, then the medical researcher may have to defend himself in a court of law. If, for example, the claim were to be in negligence, the court would consider whether the researcher conducted himself in line with the appropriate standard of care. At base, this means that the researcher must act “reasonably”, including in assessing competence. In relation to medicine, this requirement remains tethered to the Bolam standard, whereby judgment of a “responsible body of medical opinion” could be sought. An REC may thus not even be in a position to say more generally that anyone (any reasonable person not a particular person) who accepts certain risks must ipso facto be incompetent. Rather, the Bolam standard and its recent extensions may be more relevant alongside guidelines on assessing competence and treating the incompetent.17

However, most researchers have the well recognised potential conflict of interests between benefiting society as a whole by doing research and benefiting the individual participant. And some researchers outside medicine do not even owe a duty of care to the participants of their research. Societal interests could easily override the rights and welfare of participants and this is why independent review is so important. While recognising that adults over the age of 18 years are presumed to be competent, the researcher should routinely have access to any psychiatric testing. RECs could insist that the presumption of competence be changed so that all participants are assessed in detail before they are allowed to participate in research that is perceived by the REC to be particularly dangerous.18

It should be noted that imposing any further safeguards on the very assessment of individual competence is not itself paternalism in any strong sense. Our main argument is that, assuming an individual is competent, an REC should not prevent his or her participation in a research project that he or she would have consented to in the proper way. Our above comments are concerned with all types of risk related to answering a given research question. If an REC deems some aspect of the trial to involve unnecessary risks then it can raise this matter with the researcher. The REC could insist on the wording of information sheets such that it is clear that there is a potential disagreement over the necessity of the risk involved, but could not prevent researchers inviting people to participate. It could also always refer matters to the Health Authority.

The current move in research ethics seems to be towards widening access to ensure that more people have a chance to participate, although not necessarily in very risky research. There was a case in the United States, which, though not litigated, influenced policy making, and involved prisoners who contended that the then Food and Drug Agency regulations were an unconstitutional deprivation of their rights to serve as research subjects.20 The prisoners expected good care from the research unit and their motives were not altogether altruistic, but the point that their liberties should be respected is an important one.
RESEARCH RISK AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST

The law will rule out both self interested and altruistic consensual conduct where these are deemed contrary to public policy or otherwise “unreasonable”. It is commonly assumed that scientific research in medicine is inevitably in the public interest, but, as McNeill points out, it is not always a safe assumption and separates out the interests of the researcher, the scientific community, and society respectively. For example, the public interest could be threatened by research using competent people who had given valid consent, if these participants were to die frequently or in particularly terrible circumstances. Indeed, at a meeting of the Food and Drug Agency in 2002, the Director of Cellular and Gene Therapies cited the case of Jesse Gelsinger as playing a big part in undermining public confidence in clinical trials. This would have obviously devastating consequences for society as a whole. Any protective limits here would be for the benefit of society generally, rather than protecting individual welfare specifically. This possible justification for imposing limits on individual liberty could also apply to other areas, such as live organ donation, which also carries risks and sometimes results in the death of a healthy donor without attracting the same level of media coverage as the two research cases above had done. In January 2002, such operations were temporarily stopped following a death during an operation to give part of a donor’s liver to his brother at Mount Sinai Hospital in Manhattan, USA. It is very difficult to judge in advance how many deaths or other adverse outcomes the public would accept for the furtherance of science or any other practice except where “normal” constraints have been set in law as discussed above. In any case, there may be so few competent and informed people in practice who would be willing to undergo very risky experiments (assuming for now that there are no countervailing inducements) that a dangerous study may not be worth starting at all.

RECs, THREATS, AND INCENTIVES

We now discuss one function of RECs where there is room for paternalism, although we raise a concern about this function in the following section. Sometimes a participant may be offered payment of some kind, or threatened with the withdrawal of privileges, in exchange for participating in research that exposes him to a degree of risk. These types of psychological manipulation could affect a person’s decision, especially when facing limited choice. Although sums paid must not be great, financial inducements generally are potentially exploitative and threats potentially coercive and are, for these reasons, unethical.

An REC can have two possible functions, then, with respect to such psychological manipulation. Firstly, they should make sure that the researcher has not threatened possible participants in any way. However, this is no challenge to our position as we are discussing potential participants who can give valid consent. The existence of a threat prevents such consent.

A second suggestion is more challenging. If financial inducements are offered and the REC deems that they have been offered so as to exploit those who are vulnerable to financial suggestion, for example the less well off, then arguably it should prevent the trial. However, there are problems. For example, how might an REC decide who the less well off are? How can RECs decide if the money offered is primarily designed to manipulate, and further to exploit, those who cannot resist its lure? And so on. One might think that an REC should not be allowed to prevent a trial in this manner, as one might think they have questionable moral authority. We have already argued that RECs should only protect the value systems of individuals as regards the individual’s reasons for entering trials, not impose the REC’s own ideas. We are now suggesting that RECs should have some discretion to make value decisions of the sort above. However, because these decisions affect other people’s freedom to enter trials (that is, the trial would probably not occur as a result of the REC), then we think that, at the very least, RECs should be monitored heavily in this regard and engage in a proper debate on the issue.

THE MORAL AND POLITICAL AUTHORITY OF RECs

In this final section we show briefly why there is a significant worry relating to the moral authority of RECs as they stand, in respect of paternalism and the above discussion. To be bold, clearly we have emphasised the importance of the autonomy of potential recruits. One might think that even if this is an important value, other values such as beneficence and non-maleficence are just as, if not more, important and that RECs should be guided by them. Even if this is so, this present section is controversial because we raise the question of whether it is so certain that RECs have the moral and political authority to make decisions guided by such values. Secondly, we make one suggestion as to how this worry might be alleviated, although this creates further problems.

As they stand, RECs inherit some authority through their association with the medical establishment. However, the current moral authority of health care professionals is itself in flux. Paternalism in medical practice is no longer seen as an acceptable way to treat patients and they continue to lobby for their fundamental freedoms. In most cases, health care policies are governed, in a wider sense, by the people who are elected to state power, but this is insufficient to ensure a just system in biomedical research, one that fully protects the rights and interests of its participants. What is the alternative? RECs are commenting on decisions that affect members of the public: specifically potential participants, but also those who might benefit from research in the long term. Perhaps, then, their moral authority might be grounded in the wishes and interests of the public. This general line has the advantage of removing the seeming paradox between protecting individual freedom (through informed consent) and protecting individual interests (through paternalism). In society at large—in Western democracies at least—individuals’ rights and freedoms are protected through state intervention. However, this is not problematic, in theory at least, as a state has this authority only because of the consent of the individual members. Consent can be explicit or implicit. The latter is by far the more frequent type, although implied consent is itself problematic.

Research ethics committees in their present form differ from the state. Whereas most people know about the existence of the state, RECs have a very low profile. We suggest that as a minimum requirement, RECs should be promoted and debated in the public arena such that their profile is raised (such as through the Cancer Research Campaign). This might allow one to assume some notion of implicit, informed consent because people would be aware of RECs and might not explicitly object to them. Arguably much of the state’s legitimacy in the UK stems from the fact that many of those in power are either elected by the citizens or are chosen to fulfill their duties by those elected. That is, there is some connection between the citizenry and the state. There seems, then, a good prima facie reason for allowing that some form of democratic choice influence the makeup of an REC. McNeill puts forward such a position and suggests that REC members could actively represent the interests of society, the scientific community, and research participants respectively in equal measure. However, although this seems to be a good way of ensuring that RECs have moral and political authority.
that is separate from professional regulation, democracy has not been, and is unlikely to be, used as the mechanism for recruiting committee members. Who, for example, would be allowed to vote and stand? Indeed, perhaps full democracy will bring its own problems since it seems desirable that a REC comprises the knowledgeable and wise, not merely the popular.

This discussion is very much to the point since in 2004 the European Directive on Good Clinical Practice in Clinical Trials will be implemented in the UK, giving RECs legal status and authority to process and review research. This authority is far from being absolute and the RECs’ authority to make substantive judgment about risk is yet to be tested by judicial review.

CONCLUSION

We have been arguing against the idea that RECs should be extensively paternalistic, yet RECs have a role to play. They are essential in helping to ensure potential participants can give genuine consent by having all the material information, and by understanding the language in which the information is written. The only paternalistic role that RECs should be allowed is with regard to inducements. However, we have raised some general worries regarding their moral and political authority in these matters and we think that there is still much to debate about the authority that RECs should have.
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